Extensive use of digital media like text, image, audio, and video on the Interne generated a requirement for providing traffic security. For carrying out confidential communication over public networks, it was found that simply concealing the contents of a message using cryptography was not adequate. In this study the new procedure in steganography is developed by using the diacritics-Harakat-of Arabic language as a covered medium to hide the Chinese stroke text. So that in the Arabic language, the diacritics-Harakat-which are used to represent vowel sounds are not useful when writing and sending the documents because the receiver can clearly understand the text without needing the Harakat. The proposed approach uses eight different diacritical symbols in Arabic to hide binary bits in the original cover media. The embedded data are then extracted by reading diacritics from the document and translating them back to binary. Two diacritics are used to hide one Unicode character for strengthen the power of the security. The dictionary of English-Chinese and ChineseEnglish are stored in both sides. Finally the diacritics table is saved in the covered media so that the receiver can use it for getting the original message.
INTRODUCTION
Semitic languages such as Arabic and Hebrew are not as much studied as English for computer speech and language processing. In recent years, Arabic in particular has been receiving tremendous attention. Typically Arabic text is presented without short vowels and other diacritic marks that are placed either above or below the graphemes. The process of adding vowels and other diacritic marks to Arabic text can be called diacritization or vowelization. Vowels help define the sense and the meaning of a word. It also shows how it should be pronounced. However, the use of vowels and other diacritics has lapsed in modern Arabic writing [3] . Security and secrecy of information has always been important to people, organizations and governments [1] . Since ancient times, people and nations seek to keep some information secure. Steganography is the approach of hiding the very existence of secret messages, hence securing them. It has gained much importance today, in the era of communications and computation [2] . The prevalent language for communication on the Internet is English. This may be a result of the Internet's origins, as well as English's role as the lingua franca (A lingua franca is any language widely used beyond the population of its native speakers). The Internet's technologies have developed enough in recent years, especially in the use of Unicode that good facilities are available for development and communication in most widely used languages. Today on Internet a hidden exchange of information has been an important issue since old times and the issue of information security has gained special significance [4] . One of the main concerns in this field is the ability to privately exchange information and hides the data of interest throughout the transmission process. As a way to hide the exchange of data, steganography has gained a wide interest among researchers and security specialists. So, it is the science of forming hidden messages such that the intended recipient is the only party aware of the existence of the message. This is usually done by embedding the private data in a cover media without destroying the meaningfulness of this media [6] 
CHARACTERISTICS OF ARABIC LANGUAGE
The Arabic language, written from right to left, is based on an alphabetical system that uses 28 basic letters. Unlike English, Arabic does not differentiate between upper and lower case or between written and printed letters. Moreover, Arabic language uses different symbols as diacritical marks, or simply diacritics which are also known as Harakat. The main eight diacritic symbols are shown in TABLE I. Other diacritic marks also exist but are outside of the scope of this paper. Just like most of the diacritics based written languages, the main purpose of using diacritics in Arabic languages is to alter the Chinese Language Steganography using the Arabic pronunciation of a phoneme or to distinguish between words of similar spelling. Nonetheless, the use of diacritics in the text is optional in written Standard Arabic. In this work we utilize this characteristic to define a stenographic scheme for hiding binary data within Arabic text [2] .
MATERIAL AND METHOD
There is no alphabetic in Chinese language, instead Chinese script is made up of characters. Different from the alphabetic script which is spelled out of letters, Chinese characters are written in various strokes [5] . For that we cannot save all the Chinese characters which are written in various strokes in the predefined table. So, the messages characters are automatically transferred to capital English language alphabetic depending on the hidden preinstalled dictionary. The new method is defined for hiding information written in Chinese language in the Arabic text file. Having eight different diacritics symbols, for empowering the security; each two diacritics can be used to carry one letter, number, or special character. Each letter or diacritic is 16-bit because of the using of the Unicode. For that, two tables are used:
Table of the diacritics: embedded in the covered media (Arabic text file that contains the hidden information that must be sent). This table is not changed according to the change of the language of the text that we want to hide, it always remains unchanged. 
HIDING METHOD
In Chinese language each character is a syllable. A character could be a word or part of a word. The total number of Chinese characters is estimated over fifty thousand [5] . So that it is not powerful and not efficient to save the table that contains fifty thousand characters. For that resin the message that is written in Chinese language would be automatically translated into English language because our work is depends on the alphabetic and the Chinese doesn't have the alphabetic.
THE METHOD
-Let X is the array that contains the information in English language that is to be hidden and has n elements. Y is the text file in Arabic language that is used as a covered media to hide the information and has r elements. Hiding X in Y using the diacritics and elements tables takes the following steps:
-X is read to determine the length of it which is n.
-Divide X into two halves. If n is even so the values of two halves are also even. But if the n is odd then value of first half is odd and the value of second half is even.
-Let F (first half) is the X from 1 to n/2 if n is even or from 1 to (n+1/2) if n is odd.
-Let L (second half) is the X from [(n/2) +1 to n] if n is even, or from [F+1  n] if n is odd. The square brackets means the first and last numbers between these brackets are inside the interval. The other diacritics in table 3 are used for special using which are:
HIDING F IN Y
-The first element in F is putted as the diacritics on the first alphabetic in Y.
-The procedure in step 1 is repeated until F is embedded in Y.
-Special diacritics, which are used for this purpose only ( َ ), are used after w in F to separate between the diacritics that are used for hiding F and the table of diacritics that is embedded in Y.
STORING Y IN TABLE 2
-The first two-pair diacritics ( َ َ -َ َ ) of table 2 are stored after the special diacritics (-َ َ -).
-For empowering the approach, the table 2 is not stored in Y, in order, instead of that; the diacritics are stored according to the table order. Then two diacritics which don't mean anything putted among the alphabetic which means 4-2-4-2-4-2-4…..4 diacritics are used for two elements and two diacritics are represent nothing of table 3. This procedure for embedding the table 2 in the Y is continued by putting four diacritics from the table and putting two diacritics between them randomly which not refers to anything but only for attenuating the intruder, this is repeated until all diacritics in the table 2 except 41 elements that are used for special using are embedded in Y which require 172 characters (50 elements in table 3 and each one requires two diacritics to be represented. So that 50*2=100. Between each four diacritics there are a random two diacritics which are 54. Finally 54+100=114 characters needed for representing the table 2.
-The first element in L is putted as a diacritic on the element directly after the table 2. The operation in this step is continued until all elements in L are embedded in the second half of Y.
-If there are other text in the Y and not used such that the text to be hidden is completed, the remaining alphabetic in Y is filled by the diacritics that doesn't have any meaning.
Example: Let us hide the following message that denoted by X. 
哈尔滨工业大学，电子与信息技术学院

RETRIVING THE PLAIN TEXT FROM THE COVERED MEDIA -TEXT FILE-
The same transformation is certainly will be happened at the receiver side to retrieve Chinese message. To extract the information X from the text file Y, the following steps must be done:
a. All the diacritics should have been taken, starting from first alphabetic in Y, this operation is continued alphabetic by alphabetic till the special diacritics -َ َ-would be reached which means that the diacritics which are coming after this one are the d. In step a. the diacritics that represent F are gotten, by making the matching of diacritics in F and those in table 2 and because of that we know which two diacritics represent which letter, it is easy now to find the element (more clearly to find F).
e. Repeating the operation in step a. on the second half of Y to get L.
f. The operation in Step e. is repeated until we reach one of the special diacritics ( َ َ ) that represent nothing and refers that all diacritics coming after these two diacritics are not referring to the elements of the plain text because it completed.
EXTRACTION THE ORIGINAL TEXT STEPS:
a. The text would be red to find F, the two diacritics are extracting from the first character until reaching the special diacritics that are used for separating the F from the table which is ( َ َ).
b. After these special diacritics, the table is saved and the procedure of reading and returning the diacritics is continued till overcoming 172 characters.
c. The text also is red after the table to find the L. the reading is continued till reaching the special diacritics which is used for separating L from the rest of the Y that don't mean anything because the X is completed.
with the table gotten until find a matching. The index of this matching is now compared with table 3 till find a matching also. The result of last matching represents the first element in X.
e. The procedure in step d. is done for all F and L to find and extract X.
CONCLUSIONS
The paper proposed a novel algorithm for using the Harakat of Arabic language in steganography of text written in Chinese language which is represented by Unicode. Each diacritic has its own location in the Arabic alphabetic, but in this study the concentration is on the hiding of information in diacritics so that the locations of the diacritics are not so important and sufficient for using in the communication. The table of the elements are in the receiver side and doesn't in the covered media that would be sent. For that reason it is impossible for the intruder to discover the table of elements which is in English (Unicode), regardless of the illegal use of the diacritics location.
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